Abstract. History matching is a model (pre-)calibration method that has been applied to 6 computer models from a wide range of scientific disciplines. In this work we apply history matching 7
is typically administered when the CD4 count of a patient falls below a threshold.
27
There is however an ongoing discussion about removing this threshold, and the effect 28 such a policy would have on the general population. 
39
Calibrating such a simulator is challenging mainly due to the large number of 40 input (96) and output (50) parameters. Having to simultaneously match a large 41 number of outputs means that there are many constraints that need to be satisfied, 42 and this can result in a very small region of the input space where the simulator 43 matches the observations. In high dimensional input spaces, the search for a small 44 part that will generate output matches can require a prohibitively large number of 45 simulator runs. A further complication in our case is that the simulator is stochastic, 
51
For various reasons these methodologies are extremely difficult to apply in our case. The problem of calibrating a simulator could also be thought of as an optimisation with a univariate output is considered in [10] , and an extension for the multivariate 61 case is given in [12] . Again, we think these approaches would be difficult to apply in 62 our case, given the high dimensional input and output, and it is not obvious how one 63 would account for simulator input uncertainty, if the aim was simply to find a 'best' 64 value.
65
History matching [6] is a (pre-)calibration method that has been applied with 66 success to slow simulators with typically larger numbers of inputs/outputs than the 67 simulators used in the methods mentioned above. History matching tries to identify 68 those parts of the simulator's input space where, if evaluated, the simulator is likely 69 to match the observations. This goal is achieved via identifying regions of the input 70 space where a match is unlikely to be found (these regions are known as implausible) 71 and discarding them in iterations known as waves. History matching can deal with 72 simulators that are slow to evaluate by employing statistical models of the simulator 73 (known as emulators), whose key characteristic is the trivial evaluation time.
74
History matching was first applied in the field of oil simulator modelling [6] , 75 and has since found applications in areas as diverse as galaxy formation [26, 28] , This manuscript is for review purposes only.
is not possible.
87
In this work we apply history matching to a stochastic agent based simulator with 88 more input and output parameters than any other simulator that has been calibrated 89 before with this or with other methods that we know of. A key contribution of 90 this work is that we calibrate the simulator using elementary statistical tools and 91 methodologies, that should be known to all statisticians and most modellers with 92 basic statistical training.
93
The emulators used in history matching are typically built using Gaussian pro-94 cesses (GPs) [2] . In our experience, we have often found this to be an obstacle in 95 applying the method, as not everyone is familiar with this elegant but non-trivial 
168
• Nine sexual behaviour outputs, which captured patterns of sexual behaviour 169 in the country.
170
• Five HIV prevalence outputs, to ensure that the model reflects trends in male 171 and female HIV prevalence in Uganda over time.
172
• The median survival with HIV before the introduction of ART.
173
• Eight HIV testing outputs, reflecting trends in rates of HIV testing in HIV 174 positive and negative men and women over time.
175
• Four pre-ART care coverage and twelve ART coverage outputs, to capture 
177
• Five ART retention outputs, to capture ART drop out and restart rates.
178
• Three second line ART outputs, to capture the proportion of people on second 179 line ART.
180
The simulator was designed and parameterised to represent the population of 
213
We will return to emulation in section 3.2, but for the moment let us just say that 214 the emulator's predictions are linked to g(x) via
where E * [g(x)] is the emulator's prediction for g(x) and ζ(x) is the estimation error,
217
whose statistical characteristics can vary with x.
218
Combining equations 1, 2 and 3 we can write as a result the non-implausible space shrinks with each iteration (i.e. X η ⊂ X η−1 ).
257
An outline of the procedure is given in the following: 258 1. Define the initial P -dimensional non-implausible space X η=0 .
259
2. Select N training points from the current non-implausible space X η , using a 260 space filling design or some other method that aims to cover X η . wave η + 1 are defined only over X η , and should be more accurate than the 267 emulators of the previous wave, as X η is smaller than X η−1 .
268
5. Evaluate the implausibility measure I(x) over all r ∈ R η+1 for a large number 269 of x ∈ X η such that X η is represented with sufficient accuracy. X η+1 is defined 270 as the set of x ∈ X η for which I(x) is less than a chosen threshold. X η+1
271
should be smaller than X η . further reduction of X η .
277
(b) All X η is implausible (i.e. all X η+1 is empty).
278
(c) A sufficient number of points x that match the observation data have 279 been collected for the purposes of subsequent analyses.
280
Some comments on the above procedure: in step 2, a reasonable method for 281 choosing the N points at which the simulator is to be evaluated is a uniform design with a large number of points distributed uniformly in X η , e.g. as provided by the Similarly, choose as fourth the point with a maximin distance to the first 3 and so ) g(x) = h(x)β + .
379
At each wave the simulator is evaluated K times at N points, thus producing the
, which we also denote for brevity as D = (X, Y ).
381
If H is an N × q matrix whose rows are the vectors h(x 1 ), . . . , h(x N ), the maximum 382 likelihood estimate (m.l.e.) of β is given by the well known equation
Similarly, the model's prediction at an untested x is simply given by
Finally, the m.l.e. of the uncertainty about a prediction at a new input x is given by 
396
According to this, when presented with two alternative sets of functions
397 and {h i (x)} q2 i=1 the one that results in a lower score for the BIC is to be preferred.
398
Using this as our main fitting tool we develop the following strategy:
399
Zero order : Always include a constant term to account for the overall mean of 400 the data. The current regression matrix is set to h(x) = 1. in the model, we check whether some currently included terms could be removed.
430
We do this by removing one term at a time from the current model. If this removal 431 decreases the BIC, the respective term is removed from the current regression matrix.
432
This reduction can help build a more parsimonious model. not, x l is set to x i+1 if x i+1 < x i or x r = x i+1 if x i+1 > x i and the process is repeated
474
History matching permits two simplifications to the algorithm sketched above.
475
The region of interest for each sample is known and is defined by the limits of the min- accepted and it is rejected otherwise.
483
The case described above refers to one input. Higher dimensions can be accom- s2 for p = 1 :
s8 while I(x ) = 0 497 s9 x is the new non-implausible sample. Store, set x = x and go to s2 for drawing 498 another sample.
499
Evaluation of the membership function I(x ) typically requires calculating the 500 implausibility I(x ) using all the emulators of the current and all previous waves: should be more precise over the current non-implausible region.
535
The proposed method with the computational shortcuts described above is quite reduces the probability that a disconnected region is not sampled.
547
In a typical application of history matching, we have a few thousand non-implausible for HIV when they were still uninfected would remain 'ever tested' after becoming
592
HIV positive. This introduced a further correlation between the two outputs.
593
In Uganda, the numbers of women starting ART each year are higher than the 594 numbers of men starting. This is due both to the higher prevalence of HIV in women,
595
and due to the fact that they are more likely to be diagnosed (e.g. through an- run is to the observations. For the r-th output we define this measure as
where,ĝ(x) is an estimate of the simulator's mean andŝ 2 (x) an estimate of its variance half of the outputs, more than 95% of the 22000 runs had I R,r (x) < 2. The range of 5 out of 96 inputs was reduced to less than 1% of the original, all 96 inputs, which demonstrate the overall input space reduction.
681
We now focus our attention on a small set of inputs, track their shrinkage through model) and the per-sex-act transmission probability are both high or both low.
713
The middle panel of Figure 5 shows the final wave distribution of the baseline accuracy to reduce space further.
745
As an example, we show results from two emulators built for output 15 at wave has been the requirement to understand and implement a GP-based regression model.
795
Demonstrating that history matching can be carried out using a much simpler and Markov chain. Both algorithms were compared at waves 4, 7, 11 and 13 using 1000 812 non-implausible samples as starting points, i.e. 1000 chains were run for each case.
813
The ESS scores were averaged across the 1000 chains for each input. smaller V c could pay dividends. We tried this at the last wave of our history match 892 and indeed the GP based emulator resulted in a further shrinkage of the input space.
893
Hence, we do not try to argue against the use of GPs in building emulators for history 894 matching, but note that linear regression models offer an alternative that is faster and 895 more straightforward to implement.
896
The availability of a large number of non-implausible samples is critical in the the mixing was slightly poor for a small number of inputs, something that could be 903 addressed using block updating.
904
In conclusion, the effectiveness and simplicity of the history matching method 905 presented here shows that it is a useful tool for the calibration of computationally 906 expensive, high dimensional individual based models. Table 1 Ratio of the non-implausible space volume at each wave compared to the initial non-implausible space X 0 . This table also expresses the probability of finding a non-implausible sample at wave n if we randomly draw samples from X 0 . Fig. 4 . Summary of the input space shrinking across waves: The lower triangle of the above lattice shows pair plots of non-implausible samples for 5 different inputs at waves 1, 4, 8 and 13, in darkening shades of blue. The upper triangle shows an estimate of the log10 probability of finding a non-implausible sample after fixing the respective input pairs to a particular value. The gray area indicates that it is virtually impossible to obtain a match for these values of the input pairs. The diagonal shows 1-D histograms of the wave 13 non-implausible samples for the respective inputs. All axes range between the initial minimum and maximum value of each input. Fig. 7 . Averaged effective sample sizes for the slice sampler (blue) and the Metropolis-Hastings (red) algorithms at 4 different waves. The effective sample sizes were averaged across 1000 different chains. The slice sampler chains contained 1000 samples each and the Metropolis Hastings contained the number of samples required to match the computational effort of the slice sampler in terms of emulator evaluations. Each point in the 4 panels above corresponds to one of the 96 inputs, with their indices sorted to facilitate comparison. The slice sampler resulted in chains with less correlation, as indicated by the higher effective sample size, while in some cases the chains were nearly uncorrelated (effective sample size of ∼ 1000 in a 1000 sample chain). In the case of highly correlated inputs in later waves, the performance of the two algorithms was similar, although the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was aware of the correlation structure but the slice sampler was not.
